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Summary:
-

There are three kinds
of Pythagorean

triples.

①(X,0, =x)

x
+0
=(ex)2 ],z1 =(3,0,3)

② (0,y,[y)

0+y
=

(=y)],z =(0,5, - 5)

③ the ones thatare
multiples

of positive, primitive
Pythagorean

triples with possible sign adjustments.

3)Asy4,2514,positive
primitive



⑰z)be a positive,

primitive, Pythagorean
triple.

So, x70,y>0,27 /·day,z)=6x+y
=

z2.

x1,7E2

· Let's show x and y can't
both

be even, why?

suppose X and y are
both even.

Then in 22= 50,53 we
would

have X=8 and J =8.

Then,
E=E =y



=
+y

=x +y2

=
+

=

0.

SoIthanI
Butthen Iwould be even.

Butthen x, y, I would be even

and then 21x, 21y, 212.

So, gcd(X,y,z), 2

Contradiction.

So, xand y can'tboth
he even.

⑧X and y can'tboth be odd.



Why?

Suppose xand y one both
odd.

Recall in 24
=50,5,2,5}

-

a is odd if a
=T or

=3

And in R4, TI

and 5
=5 =

T.

Thus, ifXand y one
both odd

then=T and J
=T.

so, E=YYY=T +T =2

Butthis can'thappen in y
by this

a



-

IIT

Thus, xand y can't

both be odd.

Therefore, either

xis odd and y is even

Or

xis even and y is odd.

Since our equation x+y=z

is symmetric in xand y

we can justsolve
one of

these cases. We will
find all

solutions where deven.



I

assumethateven

Then, in 22= 50,53 we have

E =x +y
=T4+J2
=T

So, I=T in 22.

thus, E =T in 22.

Hencedd.



Since X is odd and Z is odd

We know Z-x is even

and z +x is even.

Since xty= 2' we have

y
=z2- x2

Thus,

y =(z
+x)(z -x)

So, dividing by 4 gives:

()()
Note: ,since
y, z +x, z - xone all even.



We wanttoshow gcd(, E)=1.

Any common
divisor of

and Ex mustalso divide

their sum

=x +2
=
z

and their
difference

z +x ==x.-

-

2

So, ifwe can show
that

gcd(X,z) =1,
then this

will imply thatyad(***): I



Why is gcd(x,z)=1?
HW3-

sax," itt thereWexists a prime p
where

pIX and pla

Suppose gcd(X,z) F1.

Thenby HW, there
exists

a prime p
where p/X

and plz.

Then, PIX and plz?

so,4/1z2x.
Thenply2



Since p is prime P prime

and ply.Y plab
implies

we know ply. I pla or plb
Butthen plX, ply, plz and

q(d(X,y,z) >, p.
Contradiction since gcd(X,y,z)=1.

Thus, qcd(X,z)
=1

and soE)=1.

tineinFatatigcd (A, B)
=1 and C

=AB

then there existpositive



Rsswhere inthe
Our situation from (A) is that

(2)
=

(**)() I
thm
above

2AB
with yad(,) =1

Hence, ** =r and E
=

where is
are positive
and g(d(r,s) =1

integels -
because

gcd(, =1

So, =(Y)(E)=r's



y, r,s are positive.

So, =rs.

ur,us
Notethat r

=
=s

E =1so, OL in 22

Also, sinceoddane 7z+x +
z=r I-

z =

I

we musthave
that

r and I have

that is, either Iopposite parity.

~ is odbesise
t-



or i is even IS is odd.

If(x,y, z) is a
positive, primitive Pythagorean

triple, with y even,
then

x =r- "-2
y
=2rs

2

z
=r2+S

where rands
me

positive integers
of

opposite parity and r>S>0

and yed(r,s) =1



Ernie




